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FOREWORD

This guide provides ideas for concrete, actionable ways

alongside people of color. This means that we must disrupt

to disrupt the work of white supremacist groups and insti-

white supremacists and white supremacy, and it also means

tutions. These ideas are, of course, dependent on local

that we must do the work of building communities and move-

context— we encourage you to take what will work in your

ments that are welcoming, nurturing, and meaningful. We

local community.

must recruit and support white folks experiencing pain under

And as we take action to expose, disrupt, and respond to
white nationalists and white supremacists, we must also
focus energy on building a new world—a world rooted in
liberation for all, rather than oppression and violence. SURJ
believes that the work of those of us who are white is to
bring our people into an irresistible movement for liberation

our current economic system. And we must develop systems
and policies that meet the needs of our people more fully
and more joyfully than what white supremacists are offering.
We hope this guide is a first (or second or third) entry point
into this work, and we look forward to building with you.
—Showing Up for Racial Justice

INTRODUCTION
In January 2017, when Alt Right leader Richard Spencer was

This political movement is the most explicit and self-con-

clocked in the face on camera amid the protests against

scious part of the system of White Supremacy, which is

Donald Trump’s inauguration, a contentious public argument

found throughout our society. This includes everything from

broke out over whether it was right to “punch a Nazi.” After

organized racist groups to the unconscious ways even

the large fascist-led rally in Charlottesville, Virginia in August

well-meaning White people treat people of color. Howev-

2017, which ended with an anti-racist activist murdered in a

er, White Nationalism is also different from the description

car attack, the conversation raged again.

of the United States being based on white nationalism (in

But lost in this Yes or No argument about “Nazi punching”
is encouraging people to use the many legal, community-based actions available to fight White Nationalists.
When critics say, “You can only fight hate speech with more
speech,” intentionally or not they are actively discouraging

lower-case). This refers to how the United States is a settler-colonial country that has primarily acted in the interests
of people of European decent. People of color have always
been subjected to oppression, including extermination and
enslavement.

people from engaging in these other, concrete actions. While

However, White Nationalism doesn’t just a focus on people

words play an important part of any political movement, they

of color. Almost all White Nationalists demonize and attack

can never take the place of concrete work in the real world.

Jews, Muslims, LGBTQ people, and feminists—as well as

This guide offers forty actions—the majority of which are

leftists and other political opponents.

available to people of all backgrounds, identities, and skill

There are also many other Far Right groups with politics

levels—which help to contain and neutralize White National-

similar to White Nationalism, but which stop just short of

ist organizing, as well as the damage it inflicts to communi-

embracing an explicitly racist worldview. These include the

ties.

“Alt Light,” who share the general approach of the openly
racist Alt Right, but allow in people of color, Jews, and gay

How terms are used in this guide

men. Other Far Right factions include the Patriot movement

White Nationalism, in capital letters, is a specific political
movement on the furthest end of the right-wing. Its members
consciously want to maintain or increase White social, eco-

and armed militias; vigilante border patrols; right-wing
Islamophobes, antisemites, and other conspiracy theorists;
anti-immigration activists; Men’s Rights Activists; and Chris-

nomic, cultural, and political power. This is the “organized

tian nationalists.

racist” movement, and includes politicians in suits, sieg-hei-

The tactics in this guide are designed to be used against

ling Nazi skinheads, preppy Alt Right trolls, and hood-wearing Klansmen.

outright White Nationalists. While many can be used against
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these other groups, some of them aren’t as effective. (For

The most dangerous position is to be publicly outspoken and

dealing with Patriot movement and militia groups, see

be easily identifiable. Make sure visible activists have their

“Organizing for an Oregon Where Everyone Counts” in the

digital and real-life security locked down, and that their family

resource list below.)

members—such as children—are not in vulnerable positions.

Last is the question of danger. Many of these suggestions
are completely safe, although others present some danger.

I. GET STARTED
1. Learn who White Nationalists are and how they organize
The first thing to do is educate yourself about the specifics
of organized racist movements. White Nationalism is just like
any other political movement: it is composed of individuals
and groups who organize around specific issues, have talking
points, create organizations and political networks, seek to
recruit new members, and try to influence the larger society.
White Nationalism may seem like a single movement without divisions, but members are often involved in squabbles
and refuse to work with each other. While they are all part
of the same forest, you want to be able to identify them
as specific trees—something you will need to know when
cutting them back.

lect information and help protect your safety. Also, make sure
that you don’t duplicate work others are already doing. There
will be more than enough tasks to go around, so coordinate
and specialize where needed.
3. Start monitoring local White Nationalist activity
One of the most important things you can do is to monitor
local White Nationalist organizing. Decide what area you will
track—for example, a specific city—and start monitoring
them. This means documenting their groups, projects, social
media accounts, periodicals, meetings, and other events.
White nationalists tend to organize under the radar, so this
usually requires a good bit of sleuthing. Start with any public
media accounts (like websites and Twitter accounts), but

Information is readily available that outlines what White

also create fake social media accounts appropriate for infil-

Nationalist politics and organizing looks like. (The end of this

trating White Nationalist groups.

guide includes further readings.) In addition, to the extent

Collect their names, social media accounts, pictures, home

that you can stomach it, read and watch White Nationalist
articles, books, and videos. This will help you get a feel for
how they talk, look, and think.

addresses, work information, and any other relevant identification—including criminal records, organizational affiliations,
and political events they have attended. While many times

2. Work with others to oppose White Nationalists
While there are national organizations that look at White

this information can be found online, you should also monitor
their presence at rallies and, if possible, send infiltrators into
their meetings.

Nationalist organizing, they can’t track what’s going on every
community. That’s where you come in! This is a lot of work,
and so it’s best to do it with like-minded activists. Especially at first, this should be done anonymously, even if you
eventually plan to do public work. (This is true even if you are
already known as a progressive activist—don’t reveal your
new line of work.) Anonymity will enhance your ability to col-
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II. TAKE ACTION
4. Release your research

6. Push institutions to oppose White Nationalism

After you get a lay of the land and collect intelligence, figure

When institutions have members who are involved in White

out how you will leverage it for maximum impact. Despite the

Nationalism, or are being targeted for recruitment, push the

rightward lurch in the United States, outing White Nationalists

institutions to renounce them. For example, the Southern

still directly impacts their lives.

Baptist Convention adopted a resolution condemning the Alt

Some groups maintain blogs where they release information
on White Nationalists either as it’s collected, or after their
events. In the past, local monitoring groups would release annual reports of activity in their area. Alternately, keep your work
quiet and release the information directly to local journalists or
other interested parties. Professional journalists usually have
far more impact than activists, who release information on their
own, do.

Right and white supremacy in June 2017. After Charlottesville,
Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ) asked the University of
Virginia to revoke the diplomas of two alumni: Jason Kessler, the rally’s organizer, and Richard Spencer, the headline
speaker.
7. Make it difficult for White Nationalists to appear in public
The First Amendment guarantees that the government cannot
interfere with protected speech. However, owners of private
spaces can decide who gets to use them. Therefore, one of

5. Counter White Nationalist organizing
White Nationalists are very aggressive organizers, and you will
have to play hardball against them. Do not hesitate to use all
of the legal options at your disposal in this fight. If you are not
ready, they can run you over, and they are not shy about using
violence to achieve their goals.

the most effective tactics is to pressure venues— including
conference spaces, concert or lecture halls, galleries, camping sites, and restaurants—to refuse to rent space to White
Nationalists. Often a venue will refuse to cancel a booking
out of greed. In this case, useful tactics include pressure
campaigns (like asking supporters to contact the space on a

Like all political actors, White Nationalists pick specific
communities to recruit from. These might include targeting
neighborhoods, religious groups, or cultural scenes. They
also engage in organizing drives, such as flyering on college
campuses. (For suggestions on countering White Nationalist rallies, which are uncommon but intense situations, see
Section IV.)
Once you have identified your targets, challenge them for
control over that area. Even in White Nationalists’ core areas of
support, make sure their efforts don’t go uncontested. Whenever possible, support efforts from inside those communities
that push back against White Nationalism.

particular day), and, if necessary, boycotts.
Be sure to follow through with any boycott threats. A business
that closes after refusing to cancel a White Nationalist event is
gold. You can bring the story to new venues when explaining
how it is in their financial interest to cancel White Nationalist
events.
8. Refute their talking points
White Nationalists are skilled at introducing slogans and
talking points into political debate. These include false and
myths propaganda about “white genocide,” black-on-black
crime, and Jewish control of the media. Debating White

For example, if they are recruiting from a specific neighbor-

Nationalists publicly can make their lies look worthy of

hood, you should spread information with opposition material,

consideration. But having a list of common White Nationalist

either through leafleting or a door-to-door campaign, and call

talking points—along with rebuttals to them—gives community

a neighborhood meeting to discuss the issue. When White

members ammunition to win personal arguments. And when

Nationalists recruit from specific social groups, promote resis-

people who have previously accepted bigoted propaganda

tance from inside the same groups. Antiracist skinheads, Hea-

are in a space of questioning, they can discover facts about

then religious practitioners, and soccer fans have all formed

these false claims.

groups to oppose White Nationalists inside their communities.
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9. Remove and replace White Nationalist propaganda
White Nationalists frequently sticker and flyer city streets, college campuses, and bars. When this happens, hit the streets
immediately, remove their propaganda, and replace it with
your own messaging of justice and equality. This will both send
a message to the White Nationalists that they have opposition,
and will also give you an opportunity to spread your own views.

in order to take donations, sell merchandise, communicate
with members, and spread their political views. Depriving
them of these resources significantly damages their ability to
function. Unless they host their own digital resources, White
Nationalists rely on private technology companies for services.
But these companies have no legal obligation to provide them
with services, and can be pressured to do the right thing.
This can include reporting social media accounts that engage

10. Utilize available legal avenues

in Code of Conduct violations. Digital companies that have

Both lawyers and governments can hamper White Nationalists. If this is in line with your political views, you may consider using legal avenues. Authorities in Leith, North Dakota
destroyed property owned by White Nationalists that was not
up to code. Richard Spencer’s National Policy Institute lost its
non-profit status after they failed to file their required paperwork. The Southern Poverty Law Center has successfully sued
and bankrupted several major White Nationalist groups, and
is currently suing neo-Nazi propagandist Andrew Anglin. More
recently, two lawsuits have hampered the Charlottesville rally

removed White Nationalist accounts include Twitter, Facebook,
Amazon, Etsy, Twitter, PayPal, and SoundCloud—even dating
apps like OkCupid. Before Charlottesville, AirBnB cancelled
reservations made by people intent on attending the rally.
But in most cases these companies removed accounts only
when pressured. Find, join, or promote campaigns to keep
these platforms free of White Nationalist content. One group
developed an app and then held an event where people reported online White Nationalist content together. (See the “No
Platform For Fascism Tool Kit” in the resource list.)

participants. White Nationalists have trouble finding lawyers,

While stories of secretive old rich men financing White Na-

and even if they win, lawsuits can drain their financial resourc-

tionalists are exaggerated, occasionally they are true. But

es and drag on for years.

regardless of who is giving them money, you can work to track
White Nationalists’ financial support. For example, non-profits

11. Pressure White Nationalists at home and work
After identifying key members, such as organizers and those
with violent histories, pressure on them by flyering, and
conducting door-knocking and letter-mailing campaigns,
in their neighborhood. Demonstrations can held in front of
people’s houses, a tactic used against Nazi war criminals
living in the United States. Ask local stores to refuse service
to White Nationalists and ask employers to fire them. White
Nationalists who have recently been outed and lost their jobs
include: teachers at both a middle and high school; a Marine;
a graphic designer; an electrician; a mortgage broker; and an
aerospace engineer with a government security clearance.
Contact community and professional groups White Nationalists are involved in and ask that they be barred and that
these groups denounce White Nationalism in general or even
the individual in specific. In one case, where a violent adult
White Nationalist lived with his mother, she was pressured to
kick him out.

and election campaigns must be transparent about certain
financial transactions. David Duke’s 2016 Senate campaign
attracted donations from across the country, and those who
gave at least $100 are public information, and some of them
then received community pressure. Billionaire Robert Mercer
resigned as co-CEO of his hedge fund after it was revealed
that Milo Yiannopoulos—who Mercer funded—had direct contact with White Nationalists.
13. Prevent White Nationalists from coming to progressive
events
White Nationalists show up at progressive events to disrupt
them or spy on attendees. Since 2017, White Nationalists
and other Far Right activists have disrupted anti-oppression
trainings, women’s marches, protest planning meetings, and
May Day events. They have started fights and filmed people
in order to identify and harass them later. As this is dangerous
to participants, immediately remove known White Nationalists.
Have a security team at rallies who can act as a buffer be-

12. Target White Nationalist financial and communication
infrastructure

tween White Nationalists who seek to antagonize our activists.
If White Nationalists are trying to film, holding a large fabric
banner in front of them is an effective and non-confrontational

Political movements need digital and real-world infrastructure

way to ruin their shot.
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14. Drive wedges between White Nationalists and other

groups; and organizations that memorialize historical crimes

political groups

like slavery, lynchings, the Holocaust, and the Native Ameri-

Despite the slippage, the taboo largely remains against main-

can genocide.

stream conservatives collaborating with blatant White Nation-

Offer to speak to these groups. Use this as an opportunity

alists and antisemites. When White Nationalists attempt to join

to see how these communities perceive the threat of White

more moderate conservative groups, out them and push the

Nationalist organizing, and ask what kind of support they

conservatives to exclude them. White Nationalists will even join

would like.

progressive groups around issues like Palestine, Syria, and
criticism of Wall Street. Make sure you expose this “entryism”
and push them out.

16. Organize anti-racist bar crawls
Especially if White Nationalists are drinking in public, host an
anti-racist bar crawl which goes to their hangouts. Not only do

15. Find new allies in your community

social events help build relationships, a bar crawl puts racists

If there is White Nationalist organizing in your community,

on notice that their spots are known and makes it clear to the

make this an opportunity to speak to a larger range of people

bars that they have a problem. Similarly, sometimes people will

than you are normally in political engagement with. A com-

declare an area a “Nazi Free Zone” and patrol it to make sure

pletely law-abiding group will have far more options regarding

it stays that way.

who you can work with than even the best-organized, but
openly radical, group.

17. Help White Nationalists leave the movement

Since White Nationalists threaten so many different kinds of

White Nationalists are part of our society. While it is possible to

people, turn this to your advantage by seeking allies among

isolate them, the only way to actually make them go away is to

those they target, and those who have other reasons to be

get them to get out. “Exit programs” help facilitate this, such

opposed to them. These include: religious groups; the LGBTQ

as Life After Hate and the Free Radicals Project, where former

community; feminists and reproductive rights advocates;

White Nationalists help current ones who want to leave the

Jewish, Muslim, Sikh, and other minority religious groups;

movement. Promote these groups, and encourage and help

immigrants and refugee rights organizations; business as-

White Nationalists transition into a different life.

sociations; fraternal groups and professional organizations;
musicians, artists, and actors; labor unions; Black, Latino,
Asian-American, Native American, and other racial/ethnic

III. BE PROACTIVE
Too often, progressives lurch from crisis to crisis, with
limited planning or infrastructure. When countering White
Nationalism, it’s important to be prepared. This is complex
work, and there is a level of danger involved that can be
reduced with good planning.

19. Hold educational programs
Organize public talks, reading groups, and classes. You can
discuss what White Nationalism is, what the movement looks
like at present, and how to resist it. Many experts are willing to
travel to talk to activists, but also consider doing a video call

18. Be proactive in putting your message out

for in-person gatherings if bringing speakers to your town is
too difficult.

Whether through flyers, stickers, posters, or yard signs, make
your community’s opposition to racist and bigoted ideas visible. White Nationalist organizers are less likely to move in if a
community is already visibly opposed to them.

20. Host memorial events
Almost all communities have histories of White Nationalist violence. Hold events memorializing the victims or talking about
past events and how they contribute to the present. Examples
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can include holding a procession to the graves of those killed

people who are serious about doing pragmatic work.

by White Nationalists, or a memorial at the site of a murder.
You can put on events to remember mass racist violence, such
as lynchings, church bombings, or racial expulsions.

23. Form an emergency response team
If White Nationalists are organizing in your area, there will
eventually be emergencies, as violence is central to their

21. Host cultural events

movement. You will also get last-minute calls when they hold

Concerts, art auctions, plays, and similar events are ideal

unannounced events. Prepare an emergency response team

ways to get cultural workers involved. These can be an oppor-

with members who commit to being contacted at any time,

tunity for fundraising and spreading information to sympathetic

and agree to quickly respond. Ideally they should have appro-

people who may not be directly in activist circles.

priate skills, such as first aid and self-defense.

22. Organize first aid, self-defense, and security trainings

24. Recruit skilled people

It’s good to equip your community with skills that may be nec-

There is a place for everyone who wants to oppose White

essary when opposing White Nationalists. These include: first

Nationalists. At certain times, however, people with special

aid; bystander interventions; self-defense and weapon skills;

skills are required, so recruit them ahead of time. This includes

and basic home, digital, and personal security. These trainings

licensed security guards, graphic designers, lawyers, journal-

also function as outreach opportunities and places to find

ists, translators, and techies.

IV. COUNTER-DEMONSTRATE
The most contentious issue when dealing with White Nation-

public debate to attempt to win converts to your side. Some

alists is what to do when they hold public demonstrations.

suggested talking points are:

Larger ones are rare. In 2017, only three held by outright
White Nationalists attracted at least 100 participants.
Communities are often split between those want to react by:
a) ignoring them, b) holding counter-events elsewhere, c)
holding a legal and non-violent counter-demonstration, and d)
taking a more confrontational approach. Although this debate

• White Nationalist violence is consistently underplayed as a
murderous drumbeat in U.S. society. While every year White
Nationalists almost always commit the highest number of
murders, Islamists get wildly disproportionate media and
government attention.

is beyond the scope of this guide, the suggestions below

• Claims that violence is equal on “both sides” are absolutely

address attending counter-demonstrations, while acting within

false. Since 1990, the Far Right has killed over 450 people,

the law.

while those opposed to it have killed one.
• Trump is empowering White Nationalists with his statements

25. Win the battle of public opinion

and policies. As long as he is president, they will benefit in

The good news is that there are only a small number of
avowed White Nationalists. The bad news is that the number
of people who actively organize against them isn’t huge, either. White Nationalists and their opponents are both relatively
small groups competing for a much larger pool of sympathiz-

terms of influence and recruitment.
• Ignoring problems does not make them go away. White Nationalists will try to take advantage of any situation—especially
if they expect no resistance.

ers. Counter-organizers seek the support of the larger pro-

• Challenge commentators who condemn violence against

gressive movement, as well as centrists and even moderate

White Nationalists but offer nothing in its place. Are they

conservatives. Meanwhile, White Nationalists try to win over

engaged in grassroots organizing or in aiding victims of

other Far Right factions, and have even been successful at

White Nationalist violence? If they claim “more speech” is the

gaining the support of liberals by skillful manipulation of “free

answer, ask how they are using their speech to oppose White

speech” arguments. Therefore, you should engage in vigorous

Nationalism. Are they, for example, following White Nationalist
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29. Document participants in White Nationalist

campus appearances with their own?

demonstrations
26. Push local officials to quash White Nationalist events

High-quality video and photography of White Nationalists who

In areas where permits are required, pressure local govern-

attend public events allows people to research individuals

ments to refuse or revoke permits for White Nationalist rallies. If

later and to document any criminal acts they engage in. A year

they are using a privately owned space, pressure the owner to

after Charlottesville, White Nationalists who attended are still

cancel the rental.

being identified, sometimes from grainy or obscured images.
Be aware that capturing images of the necessary quality to
identify people is a lot harder than it seems.

27. Organize a counter-demonstration
If White Nationalists are holding a public demonstration,
get the opposition into the streets. In general, these count-

30. Don’t be outgunned

er-demonstrations can be organized in the usual manner.

If it is legal in your area and consistent with your beliefs, con-

However, remain aware that public organizers are likely to be

sider coming to the demonstration with firearms. Especially

targeted for harassment by White Nationalists. You should also

if the White Nationalists will be armed, there is an important

help safeguard information about supporters; for example, if

psychological dimension to making it clear that both sides

you have a Facebook event page, make sure the invitation list

have weapons. This is best done in a group. Make sure that

is not visible.

all members are in compliance with the law at all times. Also

Large demonstrations are a lot of work, and there are many
things to do that don’t involve going into the street. Help will be
needed in establishing a convergence space; doing outreach
to bolster attendance; holding fundraisers, both before and
after, for the inevitable expenses; arranging transportation and

be sure to communicate your intentions to other counter-demonstration organizers ahead of time to work out any
potential problems.
31. Refrain from attacking your allies

housing for out-of-towners; setting up legal and communica-

In the big picture, everyone who opposes White Nationalism

tions support; and recruiting street medics.

is on the same side, despite tactical disagreements. While
vigorous discussion is normal, there has been an unfortunate

28. Pressure local business and rental spaces
Talk to local businesses and encourage them to refuse service
to White Nationalists. Circulate pictures of known members
and symbols they usually wear. If they are planning on holding

tendency for activists to viciously denounce each other, even
at inappropriate times, such as after arrests. Instead of making
your disagreements a public issue, simply ignore and work
around those you disagree with.

a private event, pressure the venue to cancel it. If you don’t

Virginia to revoke the diplomas of two alumni: Jason Kessler, the

know where it is, warn local halls about suspicious bookings

rally’s organizer, and Richard Spencer, the headline speaker.

on that day. Hotels and other accommodations can also be
warned against renting to White Nationalists coming from out
of town.

V. BE SUPPORTIVE
Important support work can include helping those who
White Nationalists threaten and harm, as well as their families. Counter-organizers can also end up entangled in legal
proceedings and even incarcerated. In all of these cases, you
should consult with the party in question, ask what they need,
and allow them to make the decisions that affect their life.

32. Support people being threatened
White Nationalists love to threaten people. Support for those
targeted might include escorting them or their children in public, running errands, or guarding their houses with weapons in
case of an attack. Digitally, it may include helping them wipe
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their online information, adding security to accounts, or investi-

to a grand jury, having charges filed against them, or going

gating who is threatening them.

through a trial. These are stressful and often expensive events,
and activists under legal pressure need support from their
community.

33. Establish a safe house
A safe house can be as simple as someone who is not known
to White Nationalists, who will allow people to stay at their

37. Support imprisoned activists

place in an emergency. This person needs to make sure they

Activists who refuse to testify before grand juries or are

are available to be contacted at all times.

convicted of criminal offenses may end up in jail or prison,
and this can be expensive. A prisoner can spend thousands
of dollars a year on things like commissary expenses, phone

34. Aid the injured
Not only have over 450 people been killed by the Far Right
since 1990, but thousands have been injured. Reach out to
the victims and offer support; this includes contacting people
you hear about in the news. Ask them what they need. Support
may vary from helping them with money, lawyers, or errands,
or it might be as simple as going out to do something relaxing
with them. If the person wishes to go to the authorities, and if

calls, reading materials, and legal appeals. Their families may
require day-to-day help or financial assistance to make prison
visits. Make sure prisoners have contact with the outside world
through letters, email, and phone calls. In addition to fundraising events, hold letter-writing events for prisoners.
38. Warn people who are threatened

this is consistent with your beliefs, accompany them through

White Nationalists are exceptionally violent in both word and

the process. Make sure the incident is reported to organiza-

deed, and you will discover threats against local groups and

tions that track hate crimes.

individuals. Be sure to warn these people about threats, while
making sure your sources remain confidential if necessary.

35. Help the families of the murdered
In 2017, White Nationalists killed eighteen people in the

39. Sunlight threats and attacks

United States. This means that hundreds of people lost family

Threats of political violence, regardless of whether they are

members that year to White Nationalist violence. Reach out

carried out, can silence progressive political activists by driv-

and offer support. This may include raising money for funeral

ing them off social media and limiting their public appearanc-

expenses, dealing with threats, or helping get their family’s

es. And members of historically oppressed groups—including

lives back together.

people of color, Jews, Muslims, women, and LGBTQ people—
will get additional unwanted attention from White Nationalists.

36. Have the backs of those targeted by the legal system

Publicizing threats helps neutralize them. This exposes the

It is not uncommon for law enforcement to see White Nation-

violence of the White Nationalist movement, creates sympathy

alists more favorably than those who oppose them. Therefore,

for those targeted; and helps drive wedges between the White

those working against White Nationalism often become entan-

Nationalists and those who are sympathetic to their propagan-

gled in the legal system, for example, by being subpoenaed

da—but balk at threatening those with different opinions.

IV. POSITION YOUR WORK
40. Embed your actions in a larger critique
Countering White Nationalists is a necessary, but not sufficient,
part of the larger fight against inequality. It is comparable to
pro bono lawyers who defend progressive activists. While
this is a necessary action with real concrete effects, it will not
destroy the pillars of the systemic oppressions that our social
and political system is based on.

against White supremacy, but other forms of oppression. This
might include structural racism in arrests, sentencing, and the
school-to-prison pipeline; attacks on immigrants and refugees;
Islamophobia and antisemitism; anti-LGBTQ movements; and
misogyny. Try to act in conjunction with activists fighting these
forms of oppression whenever possible. Make it clear that you
are not just “against Nazis,” but that your actions are just a part
of a larger struggle against hierarchy and oppression—and in

Position your work as part of a larger struggle against not just

support of equality and freedom—for everyone in our society.
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RESOURCE LIST
Organizations & Websites Which Track White Nationalists
Antifascist News, https://antifascistnews.net
The Hate Report (Reveal), http://www.revealnews.org/hate-report
Hope Not Hate, https://hopenothate.com
Institute for Research and Education on Human Rights, http://www.irehr.org
It’s Going Down, https://itsgoingdown.org
Idavox (One People’s Project), http://idavox.com
Montana Human Rights Network, https://mhrn.org
Political Research Associates, http://www.politicalresearch.org
Southern Poverty Law Center, http://www.splcenter.org
Western States Center, http://www.westernstatescenter.org

Books about U.S. White Nationalism
Chip Berlet and Matthew Lyons, Right Wing Populism in America (2000)
Kathleen Blee, Understanding Racist Activism (2017)
Shane Burley, Fascism Today (2017)
Matthew Lyons, Ctrl-Alt-Delete (2017) and Insurgent Supremacists (2018)
David Neiwert, Alt-America: The Rise of the Radical Right in the Age of Trump (2017)
Leonard Zeskind, Blood and Politics: The History of the White Nationalist Movement from the Margins to the Mainstream (2009)

Guides for Progressive Activists
Rural Organizing Project, “Organizing for an Oregon Where Everyone Counts,”
Section III of the report Up in Arms: A Guide to Oregon’s Patriot Movement, http://www.rop.org/up-in-arms/up-in-arms-section-iii
Yael Grauer, “How to Trump-Proof Your Electronic Communications,”
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2016/11/how_to_trump_proof_your_electronic_communications.html
Mike Isaacson, “You Can’t Punch Every Nazi,” http://www.tinyurl.com/ButYouCanTry
“No Platform For Fascism Tool Kit,” https://noplatform.macc.nyc (app for reporting White Nationalist content)
Portland Assembly and PNWAWC, Anti-Racist Neighborhood Watch Manual and Resource Toolkit,
https://itsgoingdown.org/anti-racist-neighborhood-watch-manual-resource-toolkit
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